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Dear friends of Jakob Lorber and related servants as Emanuel 

Swedenborg and Gottfried Mayerhofer and  further writers of our 

Lord  Jesus.  

 
 
 

Once more, we wish you a blissful enjoyment in reading- 

 

INTROSPECTION – SELF EXAMINATION 
 

   =========================================== 
 

Dear kindred spirits, 
 
All greeting in the Lord. Sometimes we cannot avoid discussing certain [current] 
themes double, even triple or quadruple. Many people will respond: ' That theme is 
already defined once!? 'And that conclusion is also correct but the difference is in 
the nuanced comments. This can put certain texts by Jakob Lorber (proverbial) 
often in a new light. In this 'end time', it is very important to pay attention to the 
important instructions of the Lord. A text more often read, can all of a sudden read 
again in an entirely different context. G 

 

http://www.zelfbeschouwing.info/
mailto:zelfbeschouwing@gmail.com


 

 

 

Contacts and reactions 

We received friendly and useful responses to the Jakob-Lorber-Bulletin Nr. 10. 

Reactions will be published to the incoming order again: 

================================================================ 

The send copy [preferably between the 15th and 20th of a month] is processed 

in the next issue. Incoming copy outside the specified dates is then postponed 

and is naturally included in the subsequent publication 

 

 

               Gerard 

======================================================= 

Contacts and reactions: 

Dear JESUSfriends by Jakob Lorber,  

our Wilfried is seriously ill after 2 brain-  

hemorrhage-bleeding in the clinic.  

Best regards, 



your Günter 

Gerd Gutemann from Germany 

Dear Gerard, 

Thank you for regularly sending me the international bulletin. As a supplement to the 

theme; “End time “, I add in the annex a text with the theme: ' When are the main 

events in the end times to be expected? In which our brothers and sisters may be 

interested. If the text is translated, then it is very important, that all of the links to the 

original texts are working properly. With thanks!  

  

 

Answer  

Dear Gerd,  

Also thanks for sending me your interesting theme about the coming and the 

expected things to us which the whole world should experience as a necessary 

purifying. If people just want to [over]rule, where is then the brother –sister love? 

Where one comes under the people – even in the own family circle, then hardly or 

not at all is talked about God or about our Lord. Still, one prays [maybe] but often out 

of habit or even more out of duty without praying really from the heart? Your theme 

gives a good overview of the many still predicted [Matthew 24] events that await us 

which we humans still might be able to turn around, if humanity would adhere to the 

rules of God! G.   

======================================================= 

Hanno from Germany 

'' My dear Spiritual friends "(deliberately placed in quotation marks), 

I am now, for 30 years a friend, confessor and preacher of the New Revelations. But 

what good is all the knowledge if we only know it? ...  

I have – frankly said – still not met real ''friends'' on one of the Lorber- meetings or 

other events and also we are not selfless at all just as we all always pretend to be ... 

precisely on the contrary! 

It would be desirable to wish for the naked truth among each other, as how this 

awaits us on the other side so that we therewith, could separate and group the equal 

spiritual-minded. And we would truly be surprised how lonely and abandoned we all 

were in the meetings and communities.  



N.N., you're not "my" N.N. and I am also not "Your" Hanno... Let us all finally  be 

sincere and have the courage to be, who we really are and how God knows us! ... 

Regards, Hanno 

 [Remark Red.: Hanno is theologian] 

======================================================= 

 

 

 

Jakob Lorber Bulletin exists 1 year 

Personalia 

How did I come to write this circular [JLBI] on the teachings of the Bible and the New 

[very enlightening] Revelations of Jacob and to exchange thoughts about it with 

others? Where Guiseppe from Italy quit, I immediately  felt called upon to go through 

with it. I've always had the need, - said, in small size – to publish a monthly magazine 

in the sphere of Jakob Lorber and thus to realize. 

In time, when  the Jacob Lorber Foundation began to take its shape in the 

Netherlands - this was in the early 1980’s - the Foundation published a few A4 

pages, every two months. And it became popular. Mr. J. Bos Warnsveld [ 'The field of 

warnings!'], Along with his wife were the founders of the Jakob Lorber Foundation at 

the time. When he and his wife were “aging“[both died on high ages around the turn 

of the century!] and hand on the further organization of their foundation, I have 

volatile considered to take the Foundation on me. But I was still far from capable to 

do this and not mature enough. And I was still too full and poll and contaminated by 

the mire of Earth. It was taken in good hands by today's Lorber Foundation which 

remained responsible for the German-Dutch Jakob-Lorber- Translations. up to today 

and tomorrow. 

In my younger years, I was attracted to religious topics. Initially, I wanted to be a 

pastor but a serious illness in my life - especially in my youthful years - forced me, 

after many wanderings to choose another profession which had to do with health and 

disease. Now, almost a 'seventy-year-old', Pensioner and doing some part-time work, 

I have a lot of time left to devote to the described youth-wish-entirely different now. In 

the meantime, this bulletin exists exactly one year! I should, however, emphasize that 

translating and designing the Bulletin requires a lot of available time. 

I originally intended to remain anonymous. However, this was not possible because 

that would raise a lot of questions from the readers. And ... see ... with a happy 



feeling '' I look back” [with all readers] to the past 12 months, that we with all of us,  

could have designed this Bulletin with God's blessing and help. G. 

 

In the various Bulletins, prophets and prophets are sometimes mentioned who are partly 

incompatible with the teachings of the New Revelations, e.g. Franz Schumi, Bertha Dudde and 

others. Readers of these doctrines cannot be accused because they can hardly recognize the 

differences. That is why Wilfried has been trying for many years to work out the differences 

between the teachings of those prophets and the NR. The problem: where are these works to 

be read? I have therefore tried a little note and also discussed it with Wilfried. Klaus Opitz 

 

New prophets 

     by Klaus Opitz 

  

Comments on the topic on true and false prophets: 

Despite all the statements in the New Revelations of Jesus (NO) by Jakob Lorber, 

Leopold Engel and Gottfried Mayerhofer, it's not so easy to take apart the true from 

the false prophets, especially since many of these prophets and prophetess - 

measured to the New Revelations, preaching both good and falsities and often in 

such a subtle way, that the reader does not notice any differences. 

  

Therefore, be particularly pointed on the articles of Wilfried Schlätz in which the 

declarations of new and older prophets are analyzed and related to the teachings of 

the New Revelation got a spot. 

This can be read under www. www.JESUS2030.de, left side, under the theme group 

Proheten Vater und Medien [prophets and father-mediums] 

  

Discussed prophetesses and prophets: Gabriele Wittek, Anita Wolf, Bertha Dudde, 

Carl Welkisch *), Karin Gerlinde Simpson, John Gerber, Franz Schumi, Roque Rojas 

and other counterfeit and fake fatherwords. 

  *) = The explanation about the teachings of Carl Welkisch is continued in the short! 

  

A further indication is the article of Wilfried under the theme heading: The New 

Revelation criticized? [Kritik an der Neuoffenbarung?] "Also every true revelation has 

something wrong", in particular paragraph 6: fundamental truths about the Being of 

God and the Being Jesus. 

  

Consider what Jesus tells us through Gottfried Mayerhofer about the last three great 

prophets in the NO: 

  

http://www.jesus2030.de/


"... That's why I've woken up once new seers and although according to another 

significance which should show my Word unadulterated to the people. And that 

herewith no falsifications enter on the human side, I dictate now my writers (Jacob 

Lorber, Gottfried Mayerhofer Leopold Engel) Self, what I want the people to know 

and what I want to be believed and obeyed ! " 

(From Gottfried Mayerhofer: Does the Catholic or the Protestant church stand Me or 

My actual Church closer? "" Leben Garten ", Lorber-Verlag, see also under 

JESUS2030) 

"look and trust nobody besides me. It speaks to you, who created you, redeemed 

and sanctified by His Word and by His Spirit." (Gifts from Heaven 03_48.11.17,01) 

  

"Therefore, gather you for Me and hold on to Me and My teaching" (LS.01_053,15) 

================================================================ 

Helmut  Nadlinger from Austria 

Dear Gerard, 

In case you want to publish something from me, then you can, of course, mention my 

name. I agree with you that the JLB should be shorter - it is only up to you ... 

Now I want to take a point on several cases in Jakob Lorber Bulletin: Dear Gerard, if 

you're not vigilant than JLB will become a place of bigotry and all sorts of followers of 

a sect! My unimportant opinion about the quotes in the July issue of the "deeds" of 

the Lorber movement: 

Take "Wilhelm": "... the Lorber movement opened a world war because ... LB built the 

German U-boats so that they ... advised the Fuehrer to march to Russia with over 3 

million soldiers ... in the Netherlands, they set the angular direction of the solid 

rockets wrong  ... ' 

Forgive me, friend Wilhelm, I have seldom read such nonsense! The Lorber 

movement had seriously opened a world War ??? ... Thus,  the Lorber movement 

was actually sitting with the Fuehrer at the table in the headquarters? Great, what 

they all have done ... But unfortunately the opposite is true. 

However, the fact is that the editorial board of the journal  “THE WORD” had initially 

arisen with the national socialists and the “new " time-spirit with the announcement of 

the 'German messenger of God" was in harmony with Jacob Lorber. 

Only after the prohibition of publishing, it was recognized that one had been tricked 

by the tempter. That's just human! The management of the Lorber movement has 

even in the beginning arisen blindly by the Nazis and praised the new time, in 

Germany because '... the German messenger of God had already proclaimed a 

similar position ...' ' 



At the beginning, Friedrich Zluhan and his deputy got completely carried away with 

the Nazis and did not recognize the demon in Hitler! Dear Wilhelm, please excuse 

me that I absolutely cannot agree with all your statements. 

The Lady "Mariëtte": a lovely woman, in my opinion. Is not sure whether Lorber is the 

greatest prophet or not? Or nevertheless Nehman or Dudde or Helga? 

Dear Mariëtte, who does not fully and completely finds the Lord at Lorber and 

charges her spiritual stomach with further search, falls from one doubt in the next in 

search of even more and the "greatest" prophet: Lorber, Dudde, Nehmann, Helga, 

etc . The Lord himself gives us the outspoken answer: "Moses is nothing without me". 

So, where are the differing statements of spiritual messages? In the SPIRITUAL 

SUN, Band 2, we learn that every prophet (or mediator) who receives a spiritual 

message about heaven can only speak about his own heaven! And it is formed with 

every blessed according to his own kind of love. Whoever does not find the Lord fully 

in the Lorber, only charges his spiritual stomach more and more. Nevertheless, The 

"greatest" is Jesus, without him Lorber is nothing as also Moses is nothing without 

him. 

 

At Nehmann, Lorber is "... just ONLY a folk teacher and a Word-bringer .... yes, a 

great work has been made, I (who is " I "Nehmann or even God?) Here, I give you 

right. But not the greatest. .. "I’ve read only a few lines of the web link from Nehman 

and found it good. If, however, is referred to a "light circle" to which its adherents 

belong then,  there is already a foreclosure against those who do not belong to this 

exquisite circle.  

And: Lorber… ONLY a folk teacher? Jakob Lorber went never among the people with 

his revelation ... 

All the mediators after Lorber have been stimulated and awakened by him, they are 

dancing around the writing-servant of God, and say in other words, nothing 

essentially new but just the same. 

 All other publishers are anyway only spurred mediators through Lorber-literature. In 

Germany, there are dozens of such father mediums spread fatherly words, they all 

say nothing new and dance just to Jacob the testimonies. 

For me, the Lorber-works are the greates, because they came directly from the Lord!! 

All the other heralds, nowadays, are only mediators inspired by the Lorber-literature. 

In Germany there are dozens of such fathers' mediums who spread the father's 

words, they all say nothing new, they just dance around the statements of Lorber and 

express their personal opinion. 

I believe it is the own spirit of such mediators (Nehmann, Helga, etc.) who makes 

himself known here and speaks in the I-form. This spirit, though still from God, is still 

tied by the faults of the soul. Just recently, in the Spiritual Sun, I read that a prophet 



who gives through a spiritual message about the heavens can ONLY TALK ABOUT 

HIS OWN HEAVEN! This says it all, why spiritual messages often differ, yes must 

differ. 

So Gerard, be careful otherwise you give with the JLB the many Father-medium a 

platform for spreading their "light circle" - as I have found this word also at a short 

reading in the web-link Nehmann. Since the alarm bells ring with me, when is spoken 

of "light circle", there are probably only the selected(chosen) ones inside ... 

  

Also I find the 11th volume of the Great Gospel of John by Leopold Engel good. I 

mean, the Lord deliberately called Jakob Lorber before the end of the Lorber-work, to 

make us ask ourselves :  "Children, will you recognize ME when I come in the 

garment and word of another?" Have I not guide you, for decades, with my own hand 

So that you could always recognize ME with your eyes closed but with an open 

heart? 

 

Well, dear Gerard, you can print something from it, shorten it as you please - I hope 

my lines are not too critical, I do not want to bring disagreement into the bulletin. 

Sorry, but if Lorber was just a folk teacher, then maybe Jesus was just a TRAVELING 

PREACHER!? One cannot follow all the media, they are all still more affected by 

mental weaknesses than Jakob Lorber, whom the Lord has specially chosen and 

purified for his greatest work on his incarnation. 

A bye-bye in the North! 

That was it, a cordial bye bye 

 

Answer 

Dear Helmut 

 

Those are powerful pedantic words. That could open many perspectives. In a private 

message, I have already written you that I fully agree with your principles. All of us, 

including you and I, are "seekers" to the given light in each of us through the New 

Word of the Revelation of Jacob Lorber convert into practice. 

 

That mainly to Jakob Lorber, Mayerhofer, respectively. Leopold Engel, the most 

important works are given, of which are only a few on Earth who know this [and 

presumably some 500,000 people!]. That other writers of God are “cited”  is not in 

itself a bad thing but a circuitous path. In my opinion, this has only to do with 

consciousness-gradations, each at his own level. I see this only as a preliminary 

stage of initiation and development. Everything is written in the Great Revelations, - 

and it clarifies the Bible all the more and takes away this covered veil. The higher the 



level of the soul, the more alignment with the Great Revelations and the Bible can be 

read even at a much higher level of the soul. 

My insights have only to do with the consciousness of gradation, [each according to 

his way!]. In the Great Revelations, everything stands, and the Bible tells us more 

and takes away its veiled veil. As higher the level of the soul, the more there is a vote 

on the Great Revelation and the Bible can be read at an even higher soul level. 

I also noticed that there are still many under the Lorber readers, who - despite the 

knowledge about it- not only read the Great Revelation but also read books by Max 

Selltmann, Hentschell, Widmann, Thomas von Kempen, Gerhard Tersteegen, Riehle 

or  Joanne Ladner and many other smaller prophets. And that is all their right and 

freedom. As you write, all these authors describe a number of sidings of  "the Great 

Revelations, although the Lorber-works are anyway so obviously" divine reveals'!  

We have more than enough there. 

 

Persobnally, I do not prefer Bertha Dudde-texts because the writings seem 'loveless' 

hard and cold and without any charisma to me. In her writings, the 'justice' is 

emphasized more than 'love'. What is wisdom when there is no wisdom in it?The 

Lord allows these contradictory writings sometimes - although on the same level to 

make our souls practice the true and the false things. E.g. at a Franz Schumi! It 

contains good things, but sometimes things that scares you! You can then ask much 

better if it suits the soul! I used to read the books of Franz Schumi, but with some 

question marks! In this way, the soul can really be practiced! In all this, I always ask 

myself what I read, listen to or look at, 'does it serve my soul'? Then that's all right. 

 

Helmut, you EXACTLY describe how it stands with the 'seekers'. They are all on the 

way to God. Even the Non-Lorber readers in Christian churches find their way also 

without the Jakob-Lorber-works. Only they deny themselves an awful lot in their life to 

the Lord. In Jakob Lorber it is often repeated that it is only about love; That is the 

fastest and more direct way to God, then to go by side ways. So there is a more 

direct way to God. If the soul does not  experience it yet, it will- even in the Hereafter- 

take longer to reach its path to God .In the latest news from Mariëtte she wrote: 'I 

prefer not to read these messages any more, and this gives me more peace.' You 

only know this message today because this message is new. About Michael 

Nehmann [and Helga Hoff] you can learn a lot via http: www.-wi.info/ where 

Wilhelm Erdmann puts some topics for discussion. The reader can also take his 

stand. 

 

The Bulletin, as we have it so far, will continue its way steadily. Whether this is a 

Bertha Dudde, a Franz Schumi or a Jakob Lorber, the last is VERY IMPORTANT and 

the most  



important. Who or what does the reader need? Does she chooses for Budde or 

Schumi or Jakob Lorber?- the last is a decision of course of destiny. About Bertha 

Dudde or Nehman  

there is enough to read on the Internet. Dudde and Michael Nehmann were briefly 

mentioned as examples. In this Bulletin, the works of Jakob Lorber will always 

determine the main themes. And Helmut….. in this direction you’ve got it right!. There 

is a big difference between the gold of Lorber, the copper of Schumi and the 

lead of Dudde. G 

================================================================ 

The Bible 
Our current books have pages of paper. But that was much different in the past. The paper 

comes from the Papyrus plant, as an ornamental plant in some living rooms, now days. It 

used to be the most commonly used material for the Book of Books in Antiquity.  

The origin was in Egypt. [GGJ.04_182,03] - There these plants also grew for the book 

industry. [Note: At this point, all sat on the benches made by Joseph and refreshed 

themselves beneath the fragrant shade of roses - myrtle trees and papyrus trees. [Youth of 

Jesus.01_184,05] See also Gifts from Heaven 2-42.01.25.07 - this is also about the paper-

time! What firmness must justify the paper? The Lord: "I tell you, she will not tolerate 

pressure! How easy paper can be torn which shows you the weakest children! Do you 

understand this sign? 

…Because the old Egyptians still did not have paper to write on, for a long time. Therefore 

they used stone tablets, initially engraving on them with bone tools and later with iron 

styluses, to carve all kinds in rememberance! [GGJ4-204-3] 

King Hanoch invented paper [Household of God-3-194-07]. They were the inventors of 

gunpowder and rifles, the parchment and paper. The force of the water vapor was known 

them and knew how to use it frequently. Egypt was the origin of paper [GGJ 4-182-3] 

The papyrus stalks, as thick as a strong arm, could be up to 6 m. High. They placed slices of 

fibers at right angles to each other and they were consecutive compressed and cut into  

papyrus-sheets, in a light yellow or light gray color. The sheets were then fixed to each other 

in a long row,  up to 10 meters. On the offered strip of material could now be written. It 

could be rolled up: the scroll. Later they put the sheets on top of each other and they were 

folded and sewn in the middle, whereby a book was created: the codex. 

Of course, parchment was also formerly used to write on: leather, animal skin and it is still 

associated with Pergamum, a city in antiquity, the capital of the former kingdom of 

Pergamum in what is now Turkey. 

The letters were written with a pen and with a kind of ink  "with black and reed-shaft “ and  

usually written in succession without word separation. Also see 3 John 1:13, Act. 8:30. Philip 

heard the eunuch reading. Because reading words that are written after each other was 

formerly facilitated by the custom to read them aloud. 



 

Parchment was already known by Hanoch. [HG.03_194,07] - see also: [GH.03_64.03.21.a, 

10 to 13], [GH.03_64.03.22.b, 11], [GH.03_64.04.07,08], [ GGJ.03_073,04 

 

======================================================================  

The genealogies 
Two Gospels describe the two genealogies of Jesus: Matthew 1: 1-17 and Luke 3: 

23-38. Both have a linear character. It is shown here how Jesus descended from 

Adam and the line from Abraham to Jesus. Matthew begins with Abraham and stops 

at Jesus but Luke begins exactly the other way around and ends with Adam. Both 

lists are characterized by fluidity because some names are omitted in this selection. 

Matthew mentions the 3 x 14 generations between Abraham and Jesus while Luke 

enumerates 11 x 7 generations from Adam to Jesus. Matthew let it come out so that 

Jesus inaugurates the 7th week [after 3 x 2 weeks] because the Old Testament 

reaches then its climax and fulfillment  through His second coming. With Jesus the 

kingdom of the heavens has come near. [Matt. 4:17] - The Luke genealogy 

represents a division of the world history in eleven weeks [11 x 7]. This is followed by 

the messianic era: the 12th week of world history. Matthew gives the shortest 

possible overview of the history of Israel to Jesus. The Apostle Paul does not seem 

to be positive at all, about keeping up the genealogies. He is against such persons 

who consider their origins as a merit for God. See Titus 3: 9.  

The Egyptians kept their god-records neatly [Zeus = Jupiter, Chronos, Kronos = 

Saturn- [see GGJ.04_175,05]. Now you know [in German there: Nun wisset ihr 

einmal genealogiter] with who you are dealing with in the person of the so 

extraordinary Galilean, and this is certainly also necessary in order to have a good 

idea about Him. [GGJ.08_06,16]. 

Why does Paul seem to be negative about the determination of the gender lines? 

Because it seems that individuals, groups or nations  are more often searching in the 

past to find their roots and their identity.  

The rapid reading of the ancient genealogies could keep the reader at a 

distance of the actual intention and it may thereby appear useless although, 

with some effort, one gets the essence from it. 

================================================================ 



 

 

 

 

 

Exercise in the Arcanum of the miraculous Medicine! 

[Source: Taken from the book: the spiritual sun, Volume 2, Chapter 18 received 

by Jakob Lorber] 

 

The Spiritual willpower united with the LORD does wonders 

[SS.02_018,19] But now, you who have to learn to known the Spirit a little, I can now 

explain to a little bit of whereupon it is most important to work rght from the Spirit, 

powerful, infallible, definite and truly wonderful. 

 . Immediately after waking up, I join in spirit with the LORD through love in His 
will. This I do also in the evening!  

[GS.02_018,22] If he has done this, then he will ask the Lord that He would like to 

unite with His infinite strength with the weakness of his own will, whereby he will 

grasp the Lord with His love, which is the third ingredient. If this has been done in all 

unswerving strength, then add a fourth to these three ingredients which is are fixed  

firm faith. 

 If I want something, I ask HIM, for example, "beloved Father, please tell me 
what separates me from You or how I can get closer to You?" 

  Then I pay attention to the answer, a word or the first thought that comes in. 
  I keep this word or the few thoughts firmly with me and do not exchange them 

with all the worldly riches!.   

 [SS.02_018,23] When these four ingredients are together, the miracle medicine is 

already ready. [SS.02_018,24] Anyone who does not want to believe it will probably 

hardly be able to carry out the test; But he that believes, go, and do the same, and he 

shall be convinced of the unified power of the Lord in his spirit. I had to tell you this 

secret because it is here in the right place. 

 Then I ask the LORD that HE may unite His infinite strength with my own 
weakening will and I will take the LORD firmly with my love. I ask HIM, for 
example, "I want to follow your word. Help me please see in that, which 



separated me from YOU, as well as YOU have named it, can reach that also. 
Only I am too weak and can only do it by YOU. Let YOUR will be done. 

[GS.02_018,25] So you also now know what you have to do here in this world so that 

we can go on; one  thought, one fixed destiny and we shall have the place before us 

where we all want to go to. 

 If it has been done with all certain strength, I will take to that the fixed faith. 

  If these points are performed completely and together, the miracle has already 
been completed. 

[GS.02_018,26] This secret, which I have now told you, applies to all natural and to 

all spiritual worlds; for it is wholly the same, what the Lord have taught all His 

Apostles and disciples because He said, "Without Me you can do nothing; With Me, 

of course, everything! " 

 Do this every day, and in this way, you will experience the unified power of the 
Lord in your spirit; A thought, a firm determination and you reach the purpose, 
the approach and the place where you want to go to get further. 
 

 He who has the united firm will-power in the LORD will thereby find endless 
riches in his spirit and has then possession of power and wealth, and that is a 
possession in the fullness. It is there, in the main point, that we must be able 
to work infallible, decisive and truly miraculous, out of the spirit of God. 

 

GS.02_018,27] And further, when He said, "Whatever you will ask the Father in My 
name, He will give you." Here the Lord did not make an exception in the request, 
saying, "Whatever."  
 
[GS.02_018,28] So He also showed that when two or three are gathered together in 
His name, He will be in the midst of them; And what they will ask is given to them. 
The continuation of our journey through this world, however, will, as I have already 
pointed out above, will reveal many hidden Secrets to you.  

 It is the same as the LORD taught all HIS apostles and disciples because he 
said: “without Me you can do nothing, do nothing; But with MIR everything can 
be explained by itself. Whatever you ask the Father in MY Name, He will give 
you. 

 An additional possibility is to exercise self-examination or introspection and for 
example, to write down the dictated words or thoughts. 
• The intention is to use such steps as an opportunity for transformation. One 
can occasionally work further on this and thereby always turn to the Lord, as 
described above. 

================================================================ 

 



 

 

 

 

UFO’S, do they really exist? 

Wilfried Schlätz 

     

1 Question: 

What does Jesus say through JL about UFOs, extraterrestrials and the crop circle 

phenomena? Are all these merely inventions, manipulations of some pomposity, etc., 

or is it a form of reality which is to be brought closer to the attention of a spiritually 

growing earth population at this time?  

Why would higher-developed inhabitants of other planets do not want to visit their 
siblings on this earth, if the time was ripe to do so? 
 
2. Answer: 
 
2.1. Jesus reveals to us through JL, that on all central suns respectively. All planetary 
suns and all planets, as on the back of the Moon,  plants, animals and people exist 
because without these nature souls – developments, no redemption of the once 
fallen spirits from the matter in the purely spiritual could exist! 
 

2.2. At the same time, Jesus reveals through JL to us that these extraterrestrial 

people have less free will than the Earth people and are therefore not capable of 

inventing anything new. Therefore, only Earthly man possesses that unlimited 

freedom of thought and will, which, on the one hand, enables him, for example, set 

up An ISS (International Space Station) in an Earth orbit, and  on the other hand 

allows them to the sonship of god. 

2.3. Jezus via JL: 

[GGJ03_221,03] Look up, all the countless stars are worlds very much greater and 

more magnificent than this Earth and on each of these worlds you can find people 

who completely resemble us in form, and you can find great wisdom everywhere 

among them, and they also do not fully lack love; but they come into the world, 

almost like the animals of this Earth, already complete and do not need to learn 

everything that they want to know and should know right from the beginning. 

The language is one and the same almost everywhere, and there are very 



distinct limits to its understanding; but everywhere the recognition reaches the 

highest spirit of God, a recognition which is more a guessing than recognition. 

[GGJ03_221,04] In short, you can find people on all the countless planets who are 

almost fully the same as the better heathens of this Earth, only with the difference 

that the people on the planets basically do not invent anything new; but what is 

there is in the highest perfection possible, while the heathens can always 

invent something new and therefore the way to an endless, ever progressing 

completion is not and in no way limited. 

[GGJ03_221,05] But on the great worlds [suns, planets etc. ] there are also wise men 

here and there who from time to time meet with higher spirits and learn about the 

deeper recognition of God. Then it happens from time to time that here and there the 

desire appears in a more enlightened person to also become a child of God! 

2.4. Therefore the alien people are unable to develop and build spaceships! 
Therefore there are no UFOS! 
 

2.5. Therefore, the crop circle phenomena are not caused by UFOS but by either 
Earthly people or the local natural spirits! 
 
[Editorial note: yes, the last sentence is, of course, interesting to discuss in the future! 
G.] 
 
================================================================ 

 

When can we expect the end-time and its 
main events? 

Evidence from the old and the New Divine 

Revelations. 

Gerd Gutemann 

 
When Jesus was born? When his prophecy about the end times took place? 
When were his predictions about the end time? 
 
Jesus was born on 7.1.7 BC and lived 33 years (from 7 BC to 26 AD). 
 
More about the time calculation of the birth and apprenticeship of Jesus: 
 (http://jesus2030.de/cms/index.php?view=article&id=342%3)  

http://jesus2030.de/cms/index.php?view=article&id=342%253


 

The 3-year apprenticeship of Jesus lasted from 23 to 26 AD And in total  just over 3 
years. 
 
 For what end-time events did Jesus reveal more precise times? 
 
In the second year of the year 24 AD, Jesus said, " a great change takes place on 
the earth, almost every two thousand years, and so will be calculated from now on 
...  
(www.j-lorber.de/jl/ev06/ev06-076.htm#jl.ev06.076,10 

In the first two years of his apprenticeship, so in the years 23 and 24 AD, Jesus 
(handed down by J. Lorber) mentioned in which period the following events will 
occur. 

1. The special end time signs ( www.j-lorber.de/jl/0/endzeit/index.htm). 
2.  3rd world war ( "one nation will rise against the other”) ( www.j-

lorber.de/jl/0/endzeit/wkrieg- c.htm) 
3.  The end of the military power of Islam in the battle for Israel and 

simultaneously the end of the 3rd World War : ( www.j-

lorber.de/jl/0/endzeit/wkr-isr.htm) 
4.  The “enemy from the air”(natural catastrophe in the cosmos, more see: 

www.j-lorber.de//jl/0/endzeit/nat-kat.htm) 

5. The rule of the antichrist during 7 years ( www.j-
lorber.de/jl/0/endzeit/drangsal.htm) 

6. The Time of great tribulation = Christian persecutions by the antichrists 
(www.j-lorber.de/jl/0/endzeit/drangsal.htm) 

7. The second coming of Jesus ( www.j-lorber.de/jl/0/endzeit/wiederkunft-
jesu.htm) 

8. The Rapture of the faithful ( www.j-lorber.de/jl/0/endzeit/entrueckung.htm) 

9. The end of false chair of Peter '= the Vatican of Rome ( www.j-

lorber.dejl/0/kathol/n-unter4.htm). 

10. The "Last Judgment" on all the godless by the human-induced burning of 
the earth's surface (www.j-lorber.de/jl/0/endzeit/feuer-endgericht.htm). 

11.  Renewal of the Earth and the beginning of peace on her ( www.j-

lorber.de/jl/0/new-age/index.htm) 

 
The discontinuation of the descending, specifically mentioned by Jesus events of the 

end-time will occur in a ' a thousand years from now on and not once again a 

thousand years', b 'not full' 2000 years, c after 'near 2000 years' d. Completely 2000 

years' (prophesied in 23 AD: : a www.j-lorber.de/jl/ev01/ev01-072.htm#jl.ev01.072,03, 

(prophesied in 24 AD: 

b www.j-lorber.de/jl/ev06/ev06-174.htm#jl.ev06.174,07), c www.j-lorber.de/jl/ev09/ev09-

023.htm#jl.ev09.023,06, d www.j-lorber.de/jl/ev09/ev09-030.htm#jl.ev09.030,06) 

Time Calculation of the Last Judgment. 
 
Because the predictions of Jesus (through Lorber) from the teaching years 23-25 AD. 
come, and since the return of Jesus, the raptures of the last believers, the 
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downfall of the false chair of Peter, of the Islam and of all the godless by fire-
Justice will take place on the same day, these related events shall at last take 
place in 2024 or 2025. (www.jlorber.de/jl/ev08/ev08-162.htm#jl.ev08.162,05, www.j-

lorber.de/jl/ev06/ev06-150.htm#jl.ev06.150,17) 

 

The following biblical and recent indications provide information about the duration of 
the reign and the end of the antichrist: 
 
• The antichrist will rule for about 7 years (Dan.08,13 f.)/  
• During the last three and a half years, an intense persecution of Christians and all 
those who believe in God will take place through him and his followers. 
(Dan.07,25, Dan.08,13, Dan.12,11, Offb.13,05) 

• "Three full years will pass before the entire Christianity has passed the test of 
faith, in order  to be solidified in itself or to have completely rejected the faith in Jesus 
Christ as the Savior of the world .... And in these three years, The world with its 
followers will try to enforce the complete separation from faith, while the others 
will become more and more united, and submit themselves more deeply than 
ever to their Savior " …..(BD 0754) 

• The end of the Antichrist and his followers is done by the Fire (last judgment). 
(Dan.07,26)) 
• "I end the cruel game of My opponent .... If he believes that he has won, I will come 
in the clouds and judge the living and the dead .... I will take Mine (by rapture), 
Before I will carry out the extermination of the earth (burning of the Earth surface) 
and all its inhabitants: the need shall be great but My love will save you, and My 
power will put them Who is against Me in chains because His time is fulfilled. " 
(BD 5606) 

 
Time calculation for the Great Justice by the 'enemy from the air' (disaster from 
the cosmos to purification) 
 

The New Revelations of Jesus via Lorber point out that the second coming of Jesus 
"will be preceded by a great and sharpest judgment" (www.j-lorber.de/jl/ev06/ev06-

150.htm#jl.ev06.150,17).  

This Justice will be done by the 'enemy from the sky'. A heavenly body coming from 
the cosmos will cause a huge natural catastrophe. This is clear from the following 
announcement: 
 
 a This (coming) natural spectacle will cause a tremendous turmoil among men, 
and the fear will not be unjustified, for the peculiar phenomena accompany the star, it 
is always nearer to the earth, and a collision seems unavoidable according to the 
calculations of others Who discovered his appearance and followed his course. But I 
have predicted this long before that "I send you b an enemy out of the sky, that a 
natural catastrophe of the greatest extent awaits you humans who are at the last end 
.... The total reconstruction of the earth's surface .... and will cost innumerable 
victims. " (a. BD 7423.  b www.j-lorber.de/jl/ev05/ev05-108.htm#jl.ev05.108,02) 
 
While the Bible and the Revelations via Lorber, in my opinion, will not give sufficient 
indications when this 'Greatest and sharpest judgment' will be carried out by the 
'enemy from the sky', the New Revelations lead to a more precise determination of 
the time - referring to the second coming of Jesus and the final judgment : 
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"You will recognize him (the Antichrist) when he will appear but before that the world 
will be frightened by the extent of a natural catastrophe ( ‘the enemy from the sky', 
the publisher) He will appear and promise help and salvation from that great 
chaos. " ((BD 8734) 

 
As now, The Last Justice, the final end by fire, happens at the latest in 2024 or 
2025 and the antichrist reigns then seven years till so far but his appearance will take 
place immediately after the disaster from the cosmos ( 'enemy from the sky') so will 
the catastrophe by the enemy from the sky will happen about seven years earlier, 
thus take place in 2017 or 2018. 
 
Time calculation of the 3rd World War and its end. 
From a the old and b the new Divine Revelations,  it is clear that in the end time there 
will also be an all-encompassing war which is hardly recognizable by the Third World 
War. (aOffb.09,13 ff., Offb.16,14, b www.j-lorber.de/jl/ev06/ev06-

150.htm#jl.ev06.150,15, www.j-lorber.de/jl/ev05/ev05-107.htm#jl.ev05.107,04 
 

The following biblical references can be interpreted as happenings during the 3rd 
world war: 
In the end time ,a it will come against Israel and its allies to an Islamic and Russian 
multi-national coalition - to b ' Holy War '= jihad of the Muslims against Israel and the 
allied Western Christian states. 
(a Sacharja.12,03; Joel.04,11, Sacharja.14,02, b Joel.04,09, bJihad)  

   

This a coalition of many Islamic states will invade Israel and b it comes in the 20x30 
km-wide valley of Joshafafat to the decision-making battle. (a Hesekiel.38,01-
17; Zephanja.03,08, b Joel.04,12) 
 
Hereby a the entire Islamic and Russian coalition army will be destroyed by an  
intervention of God in the cosmos, which is e.g. also is a divine judgment on Islam. 
(a Sacharja.12,09, bwww.j-lorber/de/jl/0/endzeit/nat-kat.htm). 

 
The cause of this detailed specified conditions, leading to a the destruction of the 
Islamic opponent and a turning point for Judaism and Christianity , is a b direct 
intervention of God in the cosmos, which c unleashes all the elements.. 
(a Joel.04,01, b Sacharja.14,03, c Sacharja.14,04).  

On the decisive day of battle, it will be dark as at night and b a tremendous quake will 
shake the land, air and 
water.(a Joel.04,15, Sacharja.14,07, b Joel.04,16, Hesekiel.38,19 f., ).  
The Turkish-Muslim leader a 'Gog' (Erdogan?), Humans and animals will perish in a 
hitherto unprecedented way. B Soldiers are dying and decaying suddenly, dripping 
and hailstones, fire and sulfur will pour over the armies and destroy them 
completely.(a Sacharja.14,12-15, b Hesekiel.38,22). 
 
Not only the battle for Israel but at the same time, the Third World War will be ended 
by the intervention of God from the cosmos ( 'enemy from the sky'). The latter joins 
nicely through Biblical evidence inter alia about the battle outcome of the struggle for 
Israel. 
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This battle can take place at any time when in the sky  a large celestial body (star, 
asteroid?) is causing a major collision with Earth or is threatening passing by, 
surrounded by a dark toxic cloud, that triggers every phenomenon and effect 
 with far-reaching consequences and three dark days, what since millennia has 
repeatedly predicted and visionary was seen. (a www.j-lorber.de/jl/0/endzeit/nat-
kat.htm) 
 
The predictions and the supernatural manner of annihilation and the perfect 
timing would prove that aGod himself would intervene. Finally, this intervention 
of God from the cosmos is intended to end not only the devastating Third 
World War, but also to revive the faith in God's existence, wisdom and 
unlimited power. (a Hesekiel.38,23, Hesekiel.39,07). 
 
What from Biblical evidence can only be combined, will clearly be told by newer 
prophetic references: 
 
• a "God Himself extinguishes this (world-war) fire by taking away 
every opportunity of the human to continue the struggle, through b by nature event 
which is unimaginable in its effects. He makes powerless what was previously 
forceful and powerful, and He shows To them, that His will and power are stronger. " 
(a BD 2803, b www.j-lorber.de/jl/0/endzeit/nat-kat.htm) 
 
• "I make an end, when the climax of cruelty (in the 3rd world war, the 
publisher) is reached at the side of the people so that the world may know that 
there is a God in heaven that punishes sin which apparently comes to light in this 
way ... that it recognizes that the people do not determine the outcome, but I myself 
.... And this is different than people expect. ((BD 3371) 

 

• "God will prove His power and sway the weapons of the earthly rulers from 
their hands. He will decide everything and the outcome of people’s war against each 
other will disappoint the people who wanted to achieve by violence what was not 
entitled to them; who therefore must acknowledge their powerlessness " .(BD 3143)  
 
Many seers point to a short duration of the 3rd world war (a frequent indication of 
approx. 3 months). It is clear from the ancient biblical and the New Revelations that 
the Third World War will be ended by divine intervention from the cosmos (by the 
'enemy from the sky') in order to prevent the earth from being completely devastated. 
 
Calculation of when the 'enemy from the sky' will end the 3rd World War. 
 
Since the antichrist will only appear after the intervention of God by the 'enemy from 

the sky' and that he can rule about 7 years in total until the end of his life (2024 or 

2025), ait can be calculated back to the time point of (the end of) the Third World War 

by The 'enemy from the sky'  around the year 2017 or 2018 at the latest. (a BD 2803)  

 

But nobody knows the exact day and hour of the return of Jesus, the rapture and the 

final judgment of the Fire which follows immediately .... a "No one knows about the 

day and the hour, nor the angels in heaven, b also nor the Son but only the Father. 

(a Markus.13,32), b www.j-lorber.de/jl.him2.066,05 ff.) 
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Therefore, Jesus advises: 
• A" Watch, for you do not know at what hour your Lord comes.) 
(a (Matthäus.24,42 = Markus.13,3;  Matthäus.25,13;  www.j-lorber.de/jl/ev08/ev08-
098.htm#jl.ev08.098,11) 
• (Matthew 24:44) Therefore, be ready. For the man's son comes at a an hour when 
you do not believe anymore.(a = Lukas.12,40;  www.j-lorber.dejl/ev09/ev09-
144.htm#jl.ev09.144,15;  

Based on this evidence all Christians should, in particular, the New Revelation 

Friends - a be alert for the signs, pray and b prepare appropriate. a www.j-

lorber.de/jl/0/endzeit/index.htm, b www.j-lorber.de/jl/ev09/ev09-144.htm#jl.ev09.144,15 ) 

Editor's note: The historical count is: 

-10   -9   -8   -7   -6   -5   -4   -3   -2   -1   +0   +1   +2   +3   +4   +5   +6   +7   +8   +9   +10 

-11  -10  -9   -8   -7   -6   -5   -4   -3   -2   -1    +1 after Christ. And so further 

Historical year is   – 1 before Christ.  =  astronomical time 

astronomical year is  + 1 after Chr.  =  historical time 

Thus Jezus is born on 7 January in the year 8 BC. {astronomical time!} or in the year 7. 

BC. {historical time!} 

================================================================== 

 

Why do friends of the Works of Jesus by JL know still far 
more than the churches and theologians? 

 
      Wilfried Schlätz 
1.Question: 
On occasion, I am constantly confronted with answering from the New Revelations of 
Jesus with provocative questions: "Why precisely I know  this and that - the 
theologians, clergy, etc. should all have no knowledge of this or at least, do not want 
to bring out? This reaction is somewhat odd and comical. But a single and simple 
person, although teacher, who is related to the whole church? 
 
2.Answer: 
 
2.1. My answer would be: "My knowledge derives from approximately 10,000 present 
printed pages, which the Austrian musician and composer Jakob Lorber in the years 
1840 to 1864 wrote down. These texts, I have studied since 67 years and examined 
and that I come more and more to the certainty that, Jakob Lorber was also a true 
new prophet as the prophet Jeremiah in the Old Testament for example. 
 
2.2. Jeremiah 7,1+3 and 9,22+23: 
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This is what the LORD Almighty, the God of Israel, says: Reform your ways and 
your actions, and I will let you live in this place.  

This is what the LORD says:“Let not the wise boast of their wisdom or the strong 
boast of their strength or the rich boast of their riches, but let the one who boasts 
boast about this: that they have the understanding to know me, that I am the LORD, 
who exercises kindness, justice and righteousness on earth, for in these I delight,” declares 

the LORD. 

 (Luther-bible 1984), where in the original text: "JHWH = JAHWE = (formerly :) 
JEHOVA" was used, the word "LORD" was written in the translation. 
 

2.3. In exactly the same way, the word of the Lord came to Jakob Lorber and he 
dictated him for 24 years [1840 to 1864] the answers to all the fundamental questions 
of our life through a literal verbal inspiration [= the inner Word], which also highlighted 
entirely new concepts, such as shellglobes, specifica of intelligence particles, and life 
outside the spheres of life, etc.! 
 
2.4. Just as Jeremiah was not acknowledged and fought at the time, just as Jesus 
was not recognized and fought by the Temple, likewise is today the prophet Jakob 
Lorber is not acknowledged , silenced or contested by the Christian confessions and 
sects. 
 
2.5. Since I have lived for 67 years in the ever-growing certainty that we have the real 
words of the Lord, in the texts which Jakob Lorber received through the inner word, 
more precisely, with genuine, living words of Jesus, I can in this context apply the 
words of David in Psalm 119 : 
 
2.7. Psalm 119.99 + 105: 
 
"I have more insights than all my teachers: for YOUR testimonies [in the Bible by 
Jakob Lorber] are my speech." - 
"Your word [in the Bible and by Jakob Lorber] is a lamp to my feet and a light for my 
path." 
 
2.8. For the work of Jesus by JL is the original teachings of Jesus, which has been 
newly and purely reproduced from the heavens of mankind, especially in the main 
work of Jesus by Jacob Lorber: in the Great Gospel John (volumes 1-10) and by 
Leopold Angel (volume: 11). In these 11 volumes, all the important words and deeds 
of Jesus are received in chronological order in his three years of teaching, as if a 
dictation machine had recorded all the important conversations, which were then the 
years 1840 to 1864, translated in the German language. This is how each person can 
experience the three years of Jesus' teaching as if he had been there like John and 
Peter at the time, overcoming the large gab of nearly 2000 years: 
 

2.9.Jezus via JL: 

[GGJ.09_094,04] So I also will awaken men from time to time to whom I will say by 
means of their heart to the pen, everything that now during My presence, is, 
happens and is being discussed. What will then be written once will in a short time 
of a few weeks and days be multiplied in many thousands of copies in a very artful 



manner which will be very well known by the people of that time, and so they can be 
conveyed to the people. And since the people of that time will almost generally know 
how to read and write, they also will be able to read and understand those new books 
themselves. 
[GGJ.09_094,05] In this way, the spreading of My teaching will then again be given 
anew and pure from the Heavens to all men on the whole Earth, much faster and 
effective than now by messengers in My name from mouth to mouth. 
 

2.10. Jezus via JL: 

[GGJ.04_112,04] Nevertheless, all this will not be lost, and when a thousand and 
almost another thousand years have passed and My teachings have been 
completely submerged under the vilest materialism, I will at that time again 
awaken men, [Jacob Lorber and Leopold Engel] who will conscientiously make a 
full verbatim record in a large book[the ‘Great Gospel of John’ via Jakob Lorber 

(books: 1-10) and via Leopold Engel book 11) of the discussions and events that have 
taken place here in our joint presence. This will then be given to the world and 
will cause many eyes to be opened again!” 

 
2.11. Only to the extent that Christian confessions and sects acknowledge the work 
of Jesus through JL, and partly through LE, and will no longer be silent or will no 
longer fight, only to this extent will they be eternal true to all the theological problems 
and questions, indeed to all fundamental questions of our lives And the only valid 
answer of Jesus! 
 
2.12. The friends of Jesus 'work through JL know much more than the churches, 
theologians and scholars of all disciplines, because they whole-heartedly 
acknowledge and internalize the eternal truths of Jesus' work through JL. Therefore, 
as long as the churches, theologians, and scholars of all disciplines, do not 
acknowledge or condemn the work of Jesus through JL, they will know much less 
than JL's friends of the work of Jesus. 
================================================================  
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